Blue Screen eased
processes of a global
company leader in
computer accessories.
Results: a boost in
performance, agility,
and efficiency.
CASE STUDY
The adoption of Agile Scrum
methodology allowed the client’s
OutSystems team to build more
applications with less resources, and
to manage, support and create new
solutions for the company. The process
of creating peripherals and obtaining
feedback became easier and faster.
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The company, a global leading provider in computer accessories, selected the OutSystems low-code
platform to develop applications able to manage and monitor the process of creating their devices. The
team that ran these applications in outsourcing was not flexible enough and did not adapt to the way
the company operates. With the methodology implemented by Blue Screen, it was possible to improve
and optimize processes and reduce resources, gaining time for new and more strategic tasks.
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A 6-month experience period was defined,
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commercialization. “Blue Screen’s proposal
was highly competitive”, said the responsible.
From there, Blue Screen supported
the implementation of the Agile Scrum
methodology to all the development team.

Noting that all client’s applications support
integrations with a wide range of systems,
including Workday, Google, Jive, Oracle and
Viewpath, among others.

The OutSystems low code platform along
with the Agile Scrum methodology allowed
the company to create new solutions
that consolidated features in a number of
applications. When the company designs a
new product, the whole process, from start
to finish, is monitored internally through these
applications.

RESULTS
The positive impact of Blue Screen and its team
performance and commitment have made the
company become “the selected OutSystems
partner”, highlighted the manager.

“OutSystems is the key to helping integrate
many different data sources and launch
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its extended OutSystems portfolio.

the apps and immediately execute a hotfix”.

Blue Screen is an agile software development and system maintenance services company with 20 years of experience operating
in international IT markets. Blue Screen’s activity extends through the United States, Europe and Mexico providing specialized
teams that supports customers in experiencing excellency with integrated global IT solutions.
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